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The t heory of t he modifi ed rcflectometer technique of m easuring VSvVR at microwave 
fJ'equencies is discussed bri eliy, t he operational procedure is outlined, and selected results are 
given of an unpubl ished error analysis. Much of the t heory and procedure has been pub
lished in isolated papers. This paper unifies t hose details essential to t he use of t his tech
lliqu fl and in cludes procedural suggestions t hat have !l;rown out of extensiv e experi ence with 
the technique. The error a nalysis provides the m eans t o evaluate t he accuracy of a ny 
particular m easurem ent made with t his system. 

1. Introduction 
The modified l"CflcctOi llctel" techn iq ue [Bca,tty fwd 

Kern s, 1958; Beatty, 1959; Engen and Beatty, 1959] 
recently developcd at t he Boulder Laboratory of Lbe 
National BurmtU of Stal1Clards is a method of making 
accurate VSWR mcasurements in rectallgular wave
guide. This technique is capable of measming low 
VSWR's (VSWR< 2) to accuracies of 1 percent 
quite easily. Accuracies or 0.1 pOl'ceut in VS'VR are 
obtainable with extrf1 care in Lhe adjusLments o( the 
modified reflecLollleter. 

The purpose of this paper is Lo provide operatin g 
knowledge of Lbe 1l10dified r eftect01l1eter technique. 
Much of the material presented h erein has b een 
published elsewhere but thi s paper gathers in one 
place those deLails essenLi,11 Lo Lbe usc of this tech
nique. The paper also offers suggestions on pro
cedure which have grown out of extensive experience 
with this technique. Also it provides seJected 
results of an error analysis which are importan t in 
evaluating the accuracy of any particular measure
ment made with this system. 

2. An Outline of the Theory 
The modified reflectometer measures tbe magni

tude of tb e reflection coefficient of a waveguide 
termination at microwave frequencies. This method 
utilizes a directional co upler oriented to couple to the 
reflected wave with appropriately placed tuners 
adjusted so that the amplitude of th e voltage w:we 
from the side arm is directl? proportional to the 
magnitude of the reflection coefficient . 

According to references 1 and 2, the scattering 
equations for a three arm j unction representing the 
combination of a directional coupler a nd two tuners 
(fig . 1) are 

bz = S 21al + S Z2aZ + S zaaa 

may be solved for the response in Lhe form 

and 

lc 

(l + KfL ) 

ba= bJc (1- f 2i f L ) ' 

S al 
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R earranged slighLly, Lhe eq uation becomes 

1
(I - S ll f a) St3fn I 

S alf a (1- S33f n) 

Now let S31 = 0 and f 2i = 0, then 

If bg , fa, and fD are constant, then 

For a detector not phase sensitive 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

ba= S atal + S a2a2+ S 33aa, (1) 

where al = bg+ bt f a, a2= b2f L , and aa= ba fn. These 
' Contribntion from tbe Radio Standards Laboratory. National Burean of 

Standards. Boulder, Colo . 

Note that this las t relationship is the desired response 
mentioned just before (1 ) , i .e., the amplitude of the 
vol tage 'wave from the sid earm is directly propor
tional to the magni tude of the reflection coefficient. 
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Therefore, let fL = f u. (the unknown) so that 
Ib3 lu= IOf" l. Then let fL = f s (a known quantity) 
so that Ib3Is=I Ofsl. Now form the ratio 

(10) 

Thus, given the value of If s!, and measuring the 

ratio of the sidearm outputs Ib31" the value of 
I b31 s' 

If "I may be calculated. 

3. Procedure 

Any practical use of the modified reflectometer 
technique depends upon an understanding of the 
physical conditions imposed by the theory. 

For Ib31 to conform to (8) certain quantities as 
represented in (7) must remain constant. It re
quires a stable source (constant bg) well isolated 
from load changes. It also requires apparent 
generator and detector impedances that are un
changing (constant f a and fn)- requirements which 
can be essentially fulfilled by isolators placed at 
terminal planes Tl and T3 in figures 1 and 2. 

The remaining quantities of (8), namely 8 21 , 

8 32, 8 ll , and 833, are constan ts o( the 3-arm junction 
and therefore remain unchanging after adjustments 
are made for 8 31 = 0 and f 2i = 0. 

3.1. Adjustment of 8 31 = 0 and f 2i= 0 

For a directional coupler with the arms labeled as 
in figure 2 the statement that 831 = 0 is equivalent 
to saying that the coupler has infinite directivity 
since, in terms of scattering coefficients, dircctivity 

=20 10giD 1832 1. 8 31 

Infinite directivity can be approached by ad
justing tuner A for no variation in the output Ib31 
when slidmg a load of small reflection (lf L I<0.005) 
in the uniform waveguide. 

After making this adj ustment, the condition 
f 2i = O can be approached by adj usting tuner B for no 
variation in the output 1031 when sliding a load of 
large reflection (usually a shorting plunger) in the 
uniform waveguide. 

This adjustment sequence may need to be repeated 
several times since t he two adjustments are not 
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FIGURE 1. 'Three ann .iunction representing the modified 
reflectometer. 

completel~- independent. However, i f the reflection 
from th e sliding load used in the directi vi ty adj ust· 
ment is small eno ugh, then t he t wo adjustments are 
more nearly independent n,nd one ad justment 
sequence will usually be enough. 

NOTE : It is seldom necessar v fo r thc variation to be com
pletely zero . The variation a ll owablc \"hi le the loads arc 
slid in each adjustm\~nt depends upon the des ired accuracy 
of the measurement to be made. This allowable variation is 
discussed in the errol' analys is and is displayed in figures 5, 
6,7, and 8. 

3.2 . An Alternate Adjustment Procedure for 8 31 = 0 
and f 2i= O 

Consider the definition for directivity in con
junction with (6) and observe that Ib31= 0 when 
fL = O if the directivity is infinite. Therefore the 
adjustment could be made by attaching a flat load 
(fL = O) and adj usting tuner A for IU31 = 0. Bu t there 
is no commercial termination fl at enough for the 
accumcy of adjustment often needed and thereIore 
an adjustable sliding termination such as the one 
described by R. W. Beatty [1957] must be adjusted 
for fL = O. 

The two adjustments for 8 31 = 0 and fL = O, 
using an adj ustable sliding termination, are carried 
out alternately. The adjustable termination is slid 
and adjusted so that the variations in Ib31 are re
duced and then tuner A is adj usted so that the aver· 
age level of the variation is lowered. , Vhen no 
variation in Ib31 occurs as the adjustable termination 
is slid, and when Ib31 is zero, then 831 = 0 and f L=O. 
Note that after adjustment of tuner A the varia
tions will be greater than before. The greater 
variation resul ts from increased sensitivitv as 
infinite directivity is approached with thc adjust
ments of tuner A. 

Adjustments for f 2i= 0 can be made after making 
the previous adj ustment for infinite directivity. 
The symbol f 2i in (2), besides representing a group 
of symbols as noted in (5), actually represents tbe 
reflection coefficient " looking in" arm 2 of the junc
tion as indicated in fivure 2. Therefore the condi
tion f 2i = 0 is equivalent to saying that, at the 
terminal plane T 2, this inpu t reflection coefficient is 
zero. 

In figure 3 a scheme is illustrated for recognizing 
this matched condition. Power is co upled out of the 
main line to supply an alLxiliary directional coupler 
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of modified reflectometer. 
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FIGURE 3. Equi pment arrangement for adjusting r 2;=o. 

tuned for infini te directivity . This coupler is tem
porarily attachrd to t~le yniform ~vaveguid e :vith 
power shut off in the mamlipe supplym.g the modified 
r efi ectometer. Tuner B IS then adjusted for no 
output from the sidearm of the auxiliary coupler. 
The condition r 2i = O is thereby fulfill ed . . 

There must, of course, b e enough isolatIOn on ~he 
generator side of the modified r efiectometer .to mam
tam essentially the same value of r 21 durmg b?th 
this matching procedure and the normal operatIOn 

l of the refiectometer. Also, there must be enough 
r isolation between the generator and whatever means 

is used for shutting off the main line power to insure 
no possibility of frequency pulling. , 

The aUA'ilia ry directional co upler can b e tun~d for 
infini te d irectivi ty by utilizing the flat load pr evlO usly 
discusse d. This fla t load is attached temporarJly to 
the auxili ary coupl er and tuner C .a.djusted for no 
output from the sidearm of the auxllia,ry coupler. 

This adjustment seq~ence may als<? need to be 
repeated severa l times smce the two ad]~l.stment~ are 
not completely independent. However, I[ t il(' ad] ust
ment for infin i te directivi ty is carefully made, one 
adjustment sequence will b e enough. . . 

Although this al ternate pr?cedure ~s so.metunes 
easier to use, it does not prOVId e sufficLOnt. mfo1'ma
tion to evaluate the maA-imum errors due to nnperfect 

;; adjustments of the tuners. Therefore, the ~d.eqllacy 
of the adjustments must b e ehecked by slidmg the 
small and large r efiection loads in the unifo.rn~ wav.e
guide and by observing whether the vanatlOns m 
Ib31 are within the allowable limits for the measure-
ment accuracy needed. . . 

If the variations are not WIthin the allowable 
;? limits it is important that the final .adju~tJ?ents b e 

made with the small and large r efiectIOn slidmg loads 
in the unijorm waveguide. Otherwise, re.fiect~ons ~rom 
the waveguid e joints will detune the mfimte dIrec
tivity adjustment. 

3.3 . Another Alterna te Adjustment Procedure for 
~ 831 = 0 

By adding an ll;llxiliary cl~ann.el .a~ illu s.trat~d. in 
figure 4 , the ad J us tm~n t lor In fll~J te dll'ec tL VI ty 
(831 = 0) is made conslderably eaSlO1' .and ~a.ster 
[Beatty, Engen , and Anson, 1960]. This auxilIary 
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FIG U RE 4. Auxiliary channel technique. 

channel permits in troduction of a ignal of the proper 
phase and magniLude to null the signal component 
indi cative of finite directivity. 

From (2) the response from the sidearm is 

If Ir 2t 1 is small, i.e. , Ir 2t l < 0.01 , then a very good 
approximation is 

Ib31=/bglcKI 'iJ{+rLi ' (11) 

The following descrip tion of the procedure i best 
understood by referring to (11) and th e vector 
diagrams in figure 4.. . . . . 

1. With the shortmg SWI tch m th e auxllIary arm 
closed, arbitrarily position t he small refiection load 
in the uniform waveguid e and adjust tuner A for 
b3 = O. This corresponds to step (a,) in figure. 4 
wher ein 11K is oppositely directed and equal III 

magnitude to IrLI. 
2. Slide the load for maximum Ib31. This corre

sponds to step (b) in figure 4 wherein r L and 11K 
are in phase. 

3. Open the waveguide s,,~tch in auxiliary chann.el 
A and adjust the phase shifter and attenuator m 
that channel for Ib3 1 = 0 again. This corresponds. to 
step (c) in figure 4 which illustrates a signal A havIllg 

been introduced to null l}{I+l r L I. 

4. Introduce 6.02 db of attenuation into the aux 
iliary arm to reduce the amplitude of signal A by 
one~half as illustrated in step Cd) in fi gure 4. Th;i s 
A/2 cancels the 11K term in (11) and. results III 

infinite directivity. R ecall that Ir .2i l 1~ assumed 
small so that (11) is a good apprOXllnatIOn. 

The directivity obtained by this procedure can b e 
checked by sliding the low reflection .load ~nd ob
serying t he variations in Ib3 1 as n?ted III .sectIOn 3.1. 
If the dir ectivity obtained thusly IS not hIgh enough, 
then trial 3.nd error adju stments using the phase 
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sh ifter and the attenuator in the auxiliary arm or 
tuner A will allow closer adjustment. However, 
adjustments using the components of the auxiliary 
arm are in general easier because these components 
usually present better resolution than tuner A. 

To avoid possible interaction between the two 
channels, two isolators should be included as shown 
in figure 4. 0 ther tuning [Engen, 1960] could be em 
ployed to reducc interaction but these two isolators 
should suffice. 

3.4. Mea surement of I r u[ 

Certain details vary from system to system and 
from operator to operator depending upon personal 
preferences, equipment available and the accuracies 
needed. Therefore, no attempt has been made to 
write tills guide for a specific arrangement of equip
ment. 

However, regardless of the arrangement of the ap-

paratus in the system, the ratio I ~ ~ I can be conven

iently measured by some adaptation of the following 
sequence: 

A. Adjust S31 = 0 and r 2i = 0 by some combination 
of methods as previously outlined. 

B. Check the adequacy of the adjustments to in
sure the achievement of the measurement accuracy 
required. 

C. Attach the microwave termination of unlmown 
reflection coefficient r u to the uniform wavegUldc. 

D. Set Ib3 1 at some convenient reference level on 
some suitable detector and note the setting of a cali
brated attenuato!'. This attenuator, of co urse, must 
be properly matched [Beatty, 1954 ; Schafer and 
Rumfelt, 1959] to measure accurately the voltage 
ratios at the detector. 

E. Replace the unknown with some standard ter
mination whose r eflection coefficient is accurately 
known. 

F . Return Ib3 1 to the reIerence level by adjustment 
of the calibrated attenuator mentioned in step (D). 

G. Record the difference in settings of the cali
brated attenuator between step (D) llnd step (F) . 
Calculate the value of Ir ul from this difference, i .e., 

R = 20 10glO I ~j where R is the difference in decibels. 

This calculation can be aided by reference to a table 
[Beatty and Anson, 1960] of reflection coefficient 
versus return loss. 

4 . The Error in the Measurement of I r u I and 
VSWR Due to S31~O and r2i~ O 

As noted previously, the variation in Ib3 1 allowable 
willIe the loads are slid in each adjustment depends 
upon the desired accuracy of the measurement made. 
Tills allowable variation can be computed from the 
following equations or taken from the gmphs in
cluded for certain measurement situations. It is 
recommended that the adjustments be checked by 
this method both before and after measurements are 
made as an indication of changes created by acci
dental bumps or frequency drift. 
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4 .1. The Error Due to S31~ O 

It can be shown t.hat the maximum fractional error 
(assuming the worst phase combination) in the meas
urement of Irul, where S31~O but all other conditions 
are met, is given by the expression 

(12) 

where r s==reflection coefficient of the standard ter
mination, 

and 

r u==refleetion coeffi cient of the unknown ter
mination, 

IKI (lOR 1/20- 1) I r LI' 

in willch RI is the db variation in Ib3 1 as the small re · 
flection load r L is slid in the uniform waveguide. 

The corresponding maximum errol' in the measure
ment of VSWR, when S31 ~O, is obtained from (12) 
applying the following relation: 

21r ul ~l l ~u l h' = VSTlITR 
1- lr ul2 Ir ul wele (Ju- n . (13) 

4.2 . The Error Due to r2i~ O 
The maximum fractional error in the measurement 

of Ir ul, when r 2i= O but all other conditions are met, 
is given by the expression 

dlr ul <J lr ul + Ir sl ) /r 2i 1 

Ir u/ - 1- r 2ir u 
(14) 

where 

r s== reflection coefficient of the standard termination, 

r u == reflection coefficient of the unknown termination, 

and Ir 2il is obtained from 

R - 1· l +l r 2i r LI 
2- 20 oglo 1- lr 2ir LI 

in willch R2 is the db varia tion in IC3 1 observed as a 
large reflertion load (usually a shorting plunger 
whose Ir LI ~ 1). 

The corresponding maximum error in the measure
ment of VS,VR, when r2i~ 0 , is obtained from (14) 
by applying (13) . 

4.3. The Error Due to Both S31~ O a nd r2i~ O 
Seldom, if ever, will S31 or r 2i be adjusted per

fectly. However, it can be shown that the maximum 
error due to both S3!~O n,nd r 2i r"' 0 simultaneously 
is the sum of the individual maximum errors. 
Therefore, these individual errors may be obtained 
from (12) through (14), or from figures 5 through 8, 
and added to form the maximum error of the meas
urement d ue to S31~ 0 and r2i~ o. 
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modified reflectometer technique due to Sal ~ 0 and assuming 
r 2i = 0. 

Example: Suppose there is 0.5 db vari<ttion in 
Ib31 as a smalll'efleetion load Ir L I< 0.005 is slid in the 
uniform waveguide and there is a 0.02 db variat.ion 
as a short (Irsl :=d) is slid. What is the total limit 
of error in the measurement of the VSWR of a 
termination whose refleetion coefflcient is Ir ul "", 0.2'1 
From figure 5 the maximum elTor in measuring 
VSWR due to S 31 ~ O is 0.036 percent; from figure 6 
the maximum error du e to r2i~ 0 is 0.058 percent. 
So the maximum error (due to both S31~0 and 
r2i~ 0) in measuring the VSWR of the termination 
is 0.094 percent. 

5. Procedural Suggestions 

1. Adjustment of the tuners for no variation in 
the sidearm. response Ib31 is easier if some systematic 
approach is used. One such approach is the follow· 

t ing: 
A. SJide the load for either a maximum or mini

mum response. In this example assume that it was 
slid for maximum. 

B. Adjust a stub of the tuner in the direction 
which lowers the detector response. (Although this 
example uses a multiple-stub tuner the same pro· 

"" cedure is usually adaptable to other types of tuners.) 
C. Slide the load for a minimum. 
D. Adjust the same stub in the same direction as 

before. If the response increases, i.e., moves 
toward the average of the variation, then further 
adjustment of that tuning stub using steps CA) 
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FIGU RE 6. The maximum error in measuring VS 1¥R by the 
modified j'eflectometer technique due to r 2i:;C 0 and assuming 
S31 = 0. 

Lhrough CD) repeatedJy will systematically reduce 
the variation. If the response decr eases, i.e., moves 
away from. the average of the variation, adjustment 
of that stub will probably be useless and another 
s tub should be tried. 

The adjustments for no variation as the load is slid 
are usually quicker if several effective stubs are 
located by this procedure and then alternately 
adjusted. 

If no effective stubs can be located, make some 
random adjustment of the tuner to raise or lower the 
detector response and repeat the prevIOUS procedure . 
This is a trial and error process. Experience with 
your own equipment will provide "£eel" for the 
detector response level resulting when the sliding 
load variations have been reduced. 

2. An approximation to the detector response 
leval resul ting when the varia tion in the sidearm 
output has been reduced for the infinite directivity 
can be obtained as follows: 

A. Slide the low reflection termination for a 
Inlnlmum. 

B. Adjust tuner A for a null. 
C. Slide the low reflection Lermmation for a 

maximum. About 6 db down from the maximum 
is the detector response level r esulting when infinite 
directivity is achieved. Th.is level can serve as a 
guide when making the adj ustm en ts for no variation 
as the load is slid. 
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This procedure avoids the one possible false 
adjustment which could result in an approximately 

constant output with Il l» Ir TI· TIlls misleading 

adjustment is seldom encountered except when 
adjusting the equipment the first time. It some
times occurs at that time because the system lacks 
sufficient power sensitivity for detection of the 

approximately constant ou tput signifying Il l< <lrTI 
which occurs at a low power level. 

3. It is recommended that the adjustments for 
S 31 Dnd r 2i be checked both before and after a VSWR 
or reflection coefficient measurement is made to 
detec t possible changes created by accidental bumps 
or frequency drift. 

4. The reflection coefficient magnitude IrLI of the 
small reflection load need not be d etermined to any 
great accuracy. Computation of the maximum 
error requires only that the actual value of IrLI is 
less than the valu e used in the computation. 

This reflection coefficient magnitude can be de
termined accurately enough as follows: 

A. :Make the normal adjustments of the system, 
repeating the adjustment sequence until adjustment 
for r 2i = 0 does not require further adjustment of 
S31= 0. 

B. Slide the small reflection load and observc the 
maximum and minimum Ibl There should be 
little, if any, detectable difference between the 
minimum and the maximum. Therefore, it is usually 
sufficient to position the sliding lo ad for the average 
response and measure IrLI for this position using 
the magnified reflectometer technique. For a truly 
conservative figure , however, measure the reflection 
coefficient magnitude of the load in the position of 
minimum Ib31. 

If the standard termination being used is a "short" 

Clrsl= l ) the ratio R = 20 10glO : ~:: may be too large 

for the calibrated attenuator of the system . Then 
it may be necessary to use a standard of smaller 
reflection coefficient in order to measure I r ul. 

5. The adj ustment of the tuners as out]jned in 
5.1 is an efficient technique if effective stubs can be 
found. The following technique aids in finding 
effective s tubs for the infinite direc tivity adjustment. 

A. Adjust tuner A and the sliding load for Ib3 1 = 0. 
B. Slide the load for maximum Ib31. 
C. Now at least one of the stubs is an "effective" 

stub. Continue the adjustment as outlined in 5.1. 
6. When using the small reflection load Cl rL I< 

0.005) the signal level may disappear into the noise 
as the adjustments for infinite directivity are at
tempted. This difficulty indica tes that the detection 
sys tem does not have sufficient power sensitivity. 
R ather than invest in more sensitive equipment, a 
load wit,h)'greater reflection (perhaps IrLI "'-'0.025) 
can be llsed for the infinite directivity adjustment 
providod theY'adjustment sequence outlined in sec
tion 3. 1 iS i,repeated as indicated. However , this 
altcrna~e ' procedure IS considerably more time 
consummg. 
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